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Oct 21, 2018 Time Lapse Tool App is Latest Time Lapse Video App which allow to make timelapse videos easily just as you
take with your camera not even a single second. You can save the videos in many formats and can export it to various devices
like iOS, Android, Windows, Mac, and so on. The best part of this tool is that it helps to capture a video from a slow camera to
a smooth video. It takes a single photo and comes with a variety of editing features like collages, speed changes, and so on. The
app also supports ios, Android and windows versions. The software is mostly used by photographers to make their videos like
slideshows and timelapse videos. They can make their videos with slow speed and can make it speed up or slow down using the
tool. The tool supports.jpg, jpeg, png, bmp, tif, gif format. Category:Video editing software Category:Video editing with Adobe
PhotoshopQ: PHP - First letter of paragraph element of string Here is an example of a paragraph of a string in PHP: $string ='
abc def ghi jkl mno pqr stu vwxy z '; I want to have the first letter of each paragraph element in a sentence. $word = 'abc';
$sentence = 'abc def ghi jkl mno pqr stu vwxy z '; $p = explode(" ",$string); $p[12] = 'abc'; $p[14] = 'abc def'; $p[18] = 'abc def
ghi'; $p[19] = 'abc def ghi jkl mno'; $p[21] = 'abc def ghi jkl mno pqr stu'; $p[24] = 'abc def ghi jkl mno pqr stu vwxy z ';
Result: $p[12] = 'abc'; $p[14] = 'abc def'; $p[18] = 'abc def ghi'; $p[19] = 'abc def ghi jkl mno'; $p[21] = 'abc def ghi jkl mno
pqr stu'; $p[24
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